
BirdsOfaFeatherUs07
Note: you may want the  page instead!BirdsOfaFeatherHongKong

Birds Of A Feather Sessions (BOFs) in Atlanta
Lead or attend a Bird-of-a-Feather session (BoF). Meet with other Apache users and developers. The BoF sessions at  are very informal ApacheCon
gatherings of persons interested in a particular topic. Don't miss these special evening activities designed to maximize the value of your time at the 
conference.

BOF proposers: NOTE: the preliminary onsite posters are already being printed with the 20:30 schedule of Wed and Thurs BOFs, so please don't move 
them without contacting the planners. Feel free to propose BOFs for the remaining open slots, or add comments to BOFs.

Wednesday evening 14-Nov

Time Atlanta A & B Atlanta C & D Atlanta E & F Atlanta G & H

20:
30 - 
21:
30

 - ,CarstenZiegeler Apache Sling FelixMeschberger
(REST-style web framework atop Jackrabbit)

 - Jean-Sebastien Apache Tuscany
Delfino (SCA, SDO, DAS system)

 and  - , , Roller Struts 2 MattRaible DonBrown D
 - free beer thanks to aveJohnson Atlassian

 -  Apache UIMA MarshallSchor
(Unstructured Information 
Management)

22:
00 - 
23:
00

Vulnerability Mitigation Roundtable – How do we react 
to vulnerability reports and what can we do better?

BOF-Wb2 BOF-Wb3 BOF-Wb4

Thursday evening 15-Nov

Time Atlanta A & B Atlanta C & D Atlanta E & F Atlanta G & H

20:30 - 
21:30

Search Roundtable - Hossman -  (+ports), Solr, Nutch, Lucene
Hadoop, Tika, UIMA, etc...

 - Apache ActiveMQ BrianMc
Callister

 - mod_perl
PhilippeMChiasson

Testing JSF:  and JSFUnit - Dennis Byrne Shale
and Stan Silvert

22:00 - 
23:00

Privacy, OpenID, OpenSocial and the Web 2.0 Tower of Babel - 
Santiago & Danese

BOF-Tb2 BOF-Tb3 BOF-Tb4

Propose BOF Sessions Here!

These sessions have been proposed, but not finalised. If you are interested in hosting a session, but not sure of the interest, list it here. If you are 
interested in attending a proposed session, bump up the counter so interest can be gauged.

Session Title Proposer Intereste
d?

Confirmed Comments

Alternate Protocols Under httpd (ftp, smtp, dns, 
'n' more)

IssacGoldstand 1 1 Prefer slotting this in BOF-Tb3 if there's interest

    millions . This presentation is based on a existing fall back session

Nifty Topic2 My Name2 1 Notes 
here 2

.

future of mod_dav (ACL, DeltaV, BIND support)   TimOlsen ParitoshShah Chetan
Reddy

4   general discussion on pushing mod_dav development forward (bug fixes and 
new features)
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